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What steps can an actor take to avoid being cut out of a movie or TV show? Emmy-winning

editor Jordan Goldman, A.C.E. takes you inside the cutting room and pulls back the curtain on

how and why directors, showrunners, and editors decide whether your performance makes it to

the screen. He explains the key things actors should do - and shouldn't do - to avoid getting cut

out. Topics include: what an editor does how editors evaluate your work why actors get cut

what you can control what you can't control Packed with useful, practical tips, real-life

anecdotes and examples, and illustrated with black-and-white photos. "Whether you are just

starting to break into the film and television industry, or you're already working and want to

refine your on-camera technique, "How to Avoid the Cutting Room Floor" is a must read! I wish

I’d had a book early in my career that gave me a fraction of the insights and advice that Jordan

provides here. Grab this invaluable book by one of the television industry's most talented and

respected editors." -- Michael Chiklis

-In this informative and entertaining book, Goldman, an Emmy-winning television editor,

provides an inside look at his trade. As the editor of shows including The Shield and

Homeland, Goldman is responsible for taking the footage shot by directors and piecing it

together into three successive versions: the director’s, the producers’, and finally the network’s.

Having studied countless hours of how actors—both stars and background players—succeed

or fail in front of the camera, Goldman offers step-by-step instructions for actors on maximizing

their time on screen in the final cut. Using photos and a script written to demonstrate the

process, Goldman clearly explains what directors and editors need from actors in terms of

timing, reactions, and technical skills. Examples of good and bad acting from films and TV

shows are sprinkled throughout the text, though more would have been welcome. The book is

written as an instruction guide for actors on how not to frustrate directors and editors, but

Goldman also offers general readers a close look at how a television show is made, with

insight into the joys and frustrations of working in a creative industry. (BookLife) --This text

refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorFrom HOMELAND to MASTERS OF SEX to

THE SHIELD, Jordan Goldman, A.C.E. has worked for nearly 20 years in Hollywood's TV and

film industry, cutting over 75 episodes of television. His keen eye for performance and strong

sense of story have earned him an Emmy for Outstanding Editing for a Drama Series, and an

American Cinema Editors Eddie. Jordan is a member of the Motion Picture Editor's Guild, the

American Cinema Editors, the Television Academy, and the Director's Guild of America. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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AcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorINTRODUCTIONThe most terrifying day of my life was the

day I “acted” on camera.We were shooting the final episode of The Shield. Word came up to

the cutting rooms that the director, Clark Johnson, wanted me on set to do a cameo. I was told

I’d be a janitor crossing in the background of the police station.I walked over to the set, where

Wardrobe gave me a set of coveralls and work boots. Then I was handed a mop. The Assistant

Director said, “During the scene, you’re going to exit the bathroom and walk across the bullpen

to the motor pool hallway.”As the crew scurried around setting up the shot, I stood alone in the

bathroom and started to worry about what I was supposed to do. It had been a long time since

I’d been in musicals back in high school. Was I really up to this? My mind flooded with

questions. What was my motivation to go to the motor pool hallway? Was I heading to a spill?

Then I should be in a hurry. Or had I already finished cleaning up the problem? Then I should

act more relaxed. But why was my mop dry? If I was leaving the bathroom, then the mop

should be wet, because I had either used it to clean up a spill here, or just dampened it to

clean up wherever I was going. Wouldn’t it make even more sense if I had been filling a bucket

here in the bathroom and was taking my mop and bucket to the site of the spill? But it was too

late to convince Props to give me a bucket — we were about to roll!The ADs locked down the

set. I realized that I didn’t know what my cue was to come out of the bathroom. Everyone

assumed that because I worked on the show, I’d know what to do. But I had no idea. Should I

exit on action? Halfway through the scene? What was I supposed to do? There was nobody in

the bathroom to ask. A small panic attack began to brew. It seemed clear to me that if I

screwed up this cross, it would ruin the entire scene. On TV, the police station would seem like

it was full of real people (the actual actors) and one dummy pretending to be a janitor. I was on

the verge of ruining everything and letting down all of my friends. On the final episode of the

entire series, no less!I heard “action!” With no idea of what else to do, I waited for a five count,

then stepped out of the bathroom carrying my mop. Before my very eyes, the 40-foot long

bullpen set seemed to telescope out into a room forty miles long. The motor pool hallway was

almost visible far in the distance like a pot of gold at the end of a rainbow. Somehow I managed

to will myself into motion. When I finally got to the motor pool hallway a thousand terrifying

years later, I passed the room where Clark and the rest of the crew were watching the take on

the video monitors. Through the door I could clearly hear Clark exclaim, “What the hell is with



that janitor? Why is he running across the room like that?”I thought I would die. After the AD

called cut, I slowly crawled back to the bathroom. I was too embarrassed to look at anyone. (In

retrospect, I’m pretty sure Clark said that as loudly as he could just to mess with me. Along

with being a great director and generous mentor, he’s a notorious prankster.)My friend Rich

Cantu, the B-camera operator, must have seen the terror in my eyes. He pulled me aside and

spoke to me in clear, short words. “When you hear Dutch’s second line, come out of the

bathroom. Walk to the motor pool hallway. Maybe a little slower this time.”Thanks to Rich,

things got better in subsequent takes, and if you watch episode 713 of The Shield, I’m in there,

somehow managing to cross the room without looking completely fake. Luckily, I was able to

make sure that the ridiculous janitor didn’t ruin the scene… because I was also the editor of

that episode.But what if I had gone through all of that terror and then been cut out of the show?

What if I was a real actor, who had prepared and auditioned and worked hard for this moment,

and I was cut out? I would have been very upset. I imagine every one of you reading this book

would be really disappointed if you watched a project you’d acted in, only to realize that you

had been cut out. Well, now you have a secret weapon — this book. You can walk into the

situation far better prepared than most actors. I’m going to help you avoid winding up on the

cutting room floor.There’s a lot of things you can do to prevent yourself from being cut out,

most of which you can rehearse before you ever arrive on the set. But there are also some

things you can’t control. We’ll cover both.You can use the principles in this book to boost your

on-camera work whether you’re acting in a student film, a TV show, or a blockbuster feature

film. I talk a lot about television in this book, and mostly about drama shows, but the principles

apply to all genres of on-camera acting.If you do a good job of believably representing the

character you’ve been hired to portray, avoid alienating people on set, and are able to perform

the technical necessities like remembering your lines and hitting your marks, then you’ve done

everything you can. That’s what you can control. What happens next is out of your control.

Some of your lines, or even your entire performance, might still be cut from the show through

no fault of your own. Your material might be cut to prevent the show from being too long, or

because your scene (or character, or lines) slowed down the momentum of the story. This is

the core of my message, but I’m going to give you much greater detail in the chapters that

follow.If you can’t master your technical skills or produce a good performance, then there’s not

much we can do in Editorial to save you. Believe it or not, editors get no pleasure from cutting

hard-working actors out of the show, especially those actors who don’t have many lines. We

want to showcase actors and honor their hard work. But we do get pleasure from cutting out

bad performances, because they are dragging down the quality of our project. The editor’s

ultimate job is to serve the story, and if what the actor is doing isn’t supporting the story, then

we have to work around them.I don’t want to cut you out. I want you to shine. I love actors and

the amazing work that you do. I know just how lucky I am to see so much of your wonderful

work up close. Let me tell you what I’ve learned in the cutting room, so we can help each other

to make something great.CHAPTER 1It’s all about the setupsEverything that precedes editing

is merely a way of producing film to edit.— Stanley KubrickThe crew and actors go to the set

and they film a scene. They don’t film the scene once and then go home. They shoot it many,

many times from several different angles. Each angle is called a “setup.” Why so many setups,

and so many takes?Playing an entire scene in one size can be visually monotonous. The

director avoids this problem by filming the same action from several different angles.She keeps

filming takes until she feels she’s captured the ideal performance from each actor. The director

may experiment with the actors from take to take, changing the rhythm and emotional intensity

of the scene, so she winds up with different interpretations of the scene that she can combine



in the cutting room. She’s also shooting until her camera moves and focus racks are correctly

performed by the camera and grip crews.By providing us with many different angles, the

director gives us flexibility in the editing room. We can assemble the scene in any shot order

we want. We can choose how we want to play any given moment. A character’s big entrance

doesn’t have to be in a close-up. Depending on the needs of the scene, it might be better in a

wide shot, or in a Stedicam follow shot, or in an interesting racking shot. A good director will

shoot several options, so we can make the best choice in Editorial. Sometimes the best choice

doesn’t become evident until long after filming, so the more choices we have, the better.An

editor can improve performances or emphasize the drama of a moment by deciding when to

cut from one angle to another. This is the bread and butter of our craft. Each actor in a

conversation between two characters will be filmed several times, in progressively closer sizes.

As the scene unfolds, the editor will move the audience closer to the characters by cutting from

the wider takes to the closer takes. The size change subtly tells viewers that something

important is happening in the scene, and it increases the audience’s connection to the

characters. We couldn’t do this if the whole scene was filmed in one size.Having multiple

setups allows us to solve problems. If we can’t stay in a certain take of a close-up because the

actor forgot their line halfway through, having additional angles enables us to cut to a different

camera position and take to keep the actor’s performance moving. Problem solved. But in order

to make these kinds of saves, we need lots of different setups!Let’s say we’re shooting a film

called Blackmailed Beauty. In the climactic scene, our protagonist Elaine meets her tormentor

Joe at a diner. Twenty years ago they were a couple in the same crew, pulling robberies and

drug deals. Eventually Elaine got clean and went straight, but Joe stayed in the life. Now Joe is

using their old history to blackmail Elaine. Elaine has brought a gun to their meeting. It’s in her

purse, and she’s considering shooting Joe right here in the diner to put an end to her problems.

Here’s the script of this 2 1/8-page scene, which I’ll be using throughout the book to illustrate

concepts.BLACKMAILED BEAUTYEXT. DINER - DAYEstablishing an out-of-the-way diner.INT.

DINER - DAYThe diner is virtually empty. ELAINE enters. Not interested in the ambience.

Dreading what awaits her.She looks around, sees the person she's looking for - JOE. She

makes a beeline for the table where he sits waiting for her.She stands a beat, staring at him,

then sits. She keeps her purse on her lap. There are two coffee mugs on the table.JOEYou're

late, Elaine.ELAINEI'm here, OK?A WAITRESS steps forward with a menu for

Elaine.WAITRESS(to Joe)This must be your friend.She puts the menu in front of Elaine. Elaine

doesn't look at it.WAITRESSLet me know when you're ready.She moves off.The pair sit in

silence for a moment.JOEI ordered you a coffee.(gestures at the mug)You still two sugars, no

milk?(off her)Have some. You seem tense.He drinks. She doesn't.JOEYou bring the money?

ELAINEWhy are you doing this to me, Joe?JOEYou did this to yourself. You don't get to be the

Governor's wife and pretend you were never one of us.ELAINEWe had a lot of fun when we

were together, but my life doesn't have anything to do with you anymore. Why won't you let go?

JOE'Cause you can afford it. Now where's the money?ELAINEHow do I know you're going to

stop if I pay you?JOEMy good word.She gives him a look. She knows him too well for

that.ELAINESo there's no guarantee.Joe is silent. Under the table, Elaine slips a hand into the

purse on her lap.ELAINEJust say it. I want to hear you say it.JOEYou taping this?ELAINEYou

know I'm not.JOEOk. There is no guarantee. I own you.Elaine pulls a handgun from her purse.

She stands and points the gun at Joe's face. He's so surprised that he doesn't even dodge the

muzzle.ELAINEYou bastard, you've ruined my life. You pushed and pushed and now I don't

have a choice.Elaine pulls the trigger and shoots Joe in the face. He falls back like a sack of

potatos. Patrons scream. Elaine turns and runs from the diner, acting like she's one of the



frightened customers.To tell the story of a scene, the director will shoot “coverage” — the

various angles and shots which cover the action. They’ll usually begin by shooting a traditional

“master shot” and then move in closer to cover specific characters or moments.Without

coverage, the editor has no choices within the scene. We are forced to play the whole scene in

a continuous take of the wide shot, from start to end, with no ability to emphasize moments,

improve performances, or avoid problems by cutting to other angles.For the Blackmailed

Beauty scene, the director will probably shoot the following coverage of fifteen shots:(1) an

establishing shot, which shows the outside of the diner
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screen.A good friend of mine in Hollywood mentioned she had been reading this book and that

I should give it a look over.The book is a fast read, a total of 135 pages. (I read through it in 2

sittings.) The chapters are small chunks, easy to digest and understand.I found myself nodding-

in-agreement while reading. Some of Jordan's wise-insights I've picked up along the way of

working on film sets, and he did provide insight into some editing concepts that relate to telling

the audience about a character- such as eye blinking, that was insightful to me as an actor who

strives to be aware of my body language while performing a role.Jordan's laid out some great

items, breaking up chapters into "things you can control" and also listing things that you, the

actor, have zero control over. It's freeing.His bit of advice in chapter 7 is spot on:"When you

book a role on a TV series, you're walking into an environment that has been humming along

just fine without you. The crew has been working together season after season. The director is

likely to have helmed previous episodes of the show. The cast regulars know their parts inside

and out. You are a guest in this family. You need to act like one. Be respectful."So good.I highly

recommend this book if you are looking to get into acting on camera, or making the transition

from doing theater to doing on-screen work.”

Radek, “True insider scoop. I read this book after having it recommended to me by many,

MANY friends and fellow actors. I resisted at first because I was in conservatory training and

busy enough with everything I had to accomplish. After graduation, I resisted because.....I

graduated from conservatory training. What can a book this thin tell me....a brand new, freshly

minted actor. I still had that new actor smell too....lol. I'm so glad that my friends think enough

of me to tell me to get off my high horse (Some were nicer about it than others. Such is life.) I

did and I LOVE this book. It is on my reread shelf, right next to "Audition" by Michael Shurtleff.”

Deke, “A Must-Read for Actors. As actors, we get trained by everyone except the guys and gals

who truly determined whether we’ll make it on screen or not. This book offered great insight

into how we can best serve the story and our fellow creatives by giving us exclusive access

behind the scenes of the cutting room. I rate this among the top 5 most important books to

read for the modern actor.”

ZG, “Immediate Practical Application!. Tim Phillips, on-camera acting teacher, has been

recommending this book to us for 2 years, ever since he heard from a student that this was in

the works. We thought it would be called "I Love It When An Actor Knows When To Blink." I

read it (highlighting the crap out of it) in one cross-country flight. I couldn't put it down. It's easy,

clean, and full of immediate practical application. I feel so much better-prepared knowing what

the tools I use as an actor are working for, and how they are translated, on the other side of the

camera. Thank you thank you!”

martin h, “A Book For Actors AND A Book For Editors!. I really liked this book for many

reasons, but here are two specific examples: This unique book gives a great advantage to

actors by clearly pointing out how to get as much screen time as possible, AND it also teaches

editors what to look for in an actor's performance. Once an actor has the awareness of some

basic and important principles of Editing, and once an editor becomes more aware of what to

look for in an actor's performance, each becomes better at their craft and their art. This book is

really two books in one.I discuss the concepts of your book in my Editing classroom as a way

to give a unique perspective on the basics of Editing.Thank you Jordan!”

Randall Taylor, “A quick and easy read with tons of practical advice for an actor .... A quick and



easy read with tons of practical advice for an actor on how to maximize their brief opportunity

to shine. Gives the great perspective of how and editor views your performance and specific

things you can do help yourself. Continuity, continuity, continuity!”

jillydag, “It's filled with good, solid. Really clear, concise writing, which I appreciate! It's filled

with good, solid, practical advice (for actors and editors and directors as well.) And I loved the

Blackmailed Beauty examples throughout. It's really a fun read, too.All of the points Goldman

makes are spot on. As an editor I have struggled with each of the performance problems that

Goldman sites. Actors heading Goldman's advice will help their performances stay on camera

and in the show.”

Lena hill, “Must-Have for acting in Film.. I am thrilled with this book and was it everything the

author said it would be. I couldn`t put it down once I started and I think it gives invaluable

advice for actors transitioning from stage to film/tv.I also liked the fact that each section was

short, sharp and to the point with no waffling. Big thumbs up from me.”

DB, “Five Stars. great, great book!”

Gracie, “So useful to hear what the editor requires from an actor .... Succinct, humorous and

practical. So useful to hear what the editor requires from an actor - an angle rarely covered in

training.”

Angela, “Five Stars. Great”

The book by Jordan Goldman ACE has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 103 people have provided

feedback.
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